The traditional Hausdorff measure, which uses Euclidean distance metric (L2 norm) to define the distance between coordinates of any two points, has poor performance in the presence of the rotation and scale change although it is robust to the noise and occlusion. To address the problem, we define a novel similarity function including two parts in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The feature-based image matching which currently is a hot issue in the field of image matching is an important image matching method. The contour of the object in the image is an important feature information. Regardless of visible images, infrared images, or images acquired by other sensors contain information of the contour of objects. The essence of the object's contour that is extracted from the image is the point set. Consequently, the matching between objects transform into the similarity measure between point sets. As we all know, Hausdorff measure has obvious advantages when dealing with the problem of point sets similarity, for example, it is no need to acquire the correlation between two points exactly but just to measure the distance between two point sets. More importantly, it has achieved many perfect examples of image matching. However, Hausdorff measure can not handle the problem of the rotation and scale changes, which hinder its further application.
The shape context is a shape descriptor to express the similarity of points which is proposed by Serge Belongie, Jitendra Malik and Jan Puzicha in 2002. The descriptor utilizes the distance and angle information of points that is relative to the reference point to establish the shape context of the reference point. When establishing the shape context for each point, we can contrast the degree of similarity of two points on the basis of the shape context.
Up to now, few scholars combine the shape context with the Hausdorff measure to make their research. Reference [1] must be the earliest literature that is similar to our thinking. However, authors in reference [1] just use the distance and angle information between the furthest point of the contour and the reference point and neglect other points, which will ,T,, , ; r9
result in loss of the information and can't achieve an ideal matching result. Reference [2] completely propose the method that combines the shape context with Hausdorff measure. In the reference, the hausdorff-shape context is used to accomplish face matching after the trace transform on face images. The problem of the rotation invariance is not take into account in the literature. Besides, authors in reference [2] only utilize the shape context information of the interior points of the contour and do not consider the shape context information of the whole contour. Therefore, the representation of features is still not perfect.
The shape context of interior points of the point set just reflects the location information of other points in the contour relative to the reference point but does not express the overall contour information of the object, which will lead to the imperfect expression of the information. In this paper, we combine the Hausdorff-shape context with the shape context of the contour centroid to discriminate the degree of similarity of two objects so that it can achieve a good effect. We also introduce rotation and scale operations into the shape context to make the approach overcome shortcomings that traditional Hausdorff measure can not handle the rotation and scale changes.
THE SHAPE CONTEXT
In this paper, we think that a shape is represented by a discrete set of points obtained from an edge detector. Let us denote the set of n edge pixels by 2 1 { , , },
The shape context at a reference pixel i p is computed from the set of the remaining n-1 points [3] . 
The histogram i h is therefore defined as the shape context of i p . Each shape context is a log-polar histogram of the coordinates of the rest of the point set measured using the reference point as the origin. More practically, we count the number of points that fall inside each bin k. The log-polar histogram bins are used in computing the shape context as shown in Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 1 the shape context is a compact representation of the distribution of points relative to each point. This log-polar histogram is more sensitive to positions of nearby sample points than to those of points farther away [2] . Here we use 5 bins for log r and 12 bins forθ . The height indicates the number of points that falls into the corresponding bin.
Consider a point i p on the first shape P and a point j q on the second shape Q. 
Where i p is a point on shape P and j q is a point on shape Q, and ( )
Invariance to translation is intrinsic to the shape context definition since all measurement are taken with respect to points on the object. To achieve scale invariance we normalize all radial distances by the mean distance λ between the 2 n point pairs in the shape [3] . For the rotational invariance, traditional methods use the tangent of the vector direction of the reference point as x-axis direction of the descriptor, which may achieve the rotation invariance to some extent. However, it can not achieve a good rotational invariance at isolated-points or at points that the tangential direction can not be determined.
Authors in reference [4] use the tangential direction of the current point connection with the centroid of the shape to create a coordinate space. This approach can solve the shortage of traditional methods, however, the shape context of the centroid is not able to achieve rotation invariance.
Authors in reference [5] apply the 2-D Fourier transform to the shape context and they take advantage of the translational invariance of the Fourier transform of signals to achieve the rotational invariance of the shape context. This method is better to meet the requirement of rotation invariance.
Although the shape context descriptor which is able to handle problems like irregularity and distortion in the contour of objects is a strong robust structural descriptor, the method requires two contour point number should have a one-to-one correspondence, which will require to sample the contour of the object and destroy the contour information to a certain extent. So, avoiding sampling and matching object contour points directly, are problems that we are concerned about.
THE HAUSDORFF DISTANCE
Given two point sets
, the Hausdorff distance [6] between A and B is defined as ρ ⋅ ⋅ denotes some norm of points of A and B. This measure indicates the degree of similarity between two point sets. It can be calculated without an explicit pair of points in their respective data sets. The conventional Hausdorff distance, however, is not robust to the presence of noise. Dubuisson et. al. [6] have studied 24 different variations of Hausdorff distance in the presence of noise. A modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) using an average distance between the points of one set to the other set gives the best result. This measure is the most widely used in the task of object recognition and defined as Hausdorff measure has its own advantages mentioned above. However, the traditional Hausdorff measure can't solve problems like rotation and changes of scale. How to overcome this shortcoming and find a more powerful Hausdorff measure is one of issues to be discussed next. n El
SHAPE CONTEXT-BASED HAUSDORFF SIMILARITY MEASURE
The Hausdorff distance measures the distance from point i a to all points of set B, then, selects the minimum distance among them. The minimum distance is therefore based only on the spatial information. But, there is little work about point matching Hausdorff distance with points structural information. We apply an alternative method to find the minimum distance between point and set. Instead of finding the nearest distance, in our approach, the point descriptor, shape context, is used to find the best matching between point i a and set B. Here, we use the shape context to represent points itself and use the similarity of the shape context to represent points' Euclidean distance. Then in accordance with the idea that Hausdorff measure define the degree of similarity of two point sets we determine the similarity of two point sets.
The shape context of interior points of the point set just reflects the location information of other points in the contour relative to the reference point but does not reflect the overall contour information of the object, which will lead to the imperfect expression of the information. Here, we combine the Hausdorff-shape context with the shape context of the contour centroid to discriminate the degree of similarity of two objects.
After added the shape context of the contour centroid, the complete similarity measure expression as
Here ( , ) S ⋅ ⋅ represent the similarity measure between two point sets,
sc H ⋅ ⋅ represent the Hausdorff-shape context between two point sets, A g and B g respectively represent the centroid of the point set A and B, α is the weighted value which directly affect the contribution of the right side two parts to the similarity measure.
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Invariance experimental verification
For simple translation invariance, there is no need to do much research. Here we mainly make the experimental verification of rotation and scale invariance. As figure 3 shows, (a) and (b) are shapes of the same class in the MEPG-7 database. We make no change to (a) and impose rotation and scale changes to (b), then we will obtain the similarity measure values between (a) and (b). (c) and (d) respectively corresponding to the rotation change similarity measure value curve and the scale change similarity measure value curve. For the time being, here we make 9 . 0 = α . We can see from the figure, the similarity measure is invariant to rotation and scale changes so that it can meet the rotation and scale invariance. 
Experimental analysis of the parameter
So far, we have not yet determined the value of α and the accuracy of this similarity measure. For this reason, we performed the following experiments. Select a sample of 41 typical shape from MEPG-7 database. For some 26 classes inside the 41 classes, we select all the 520 shape samples. Then obtain the intra-class similarity mean of 20 shape samples of 26 classes and the inter-class similarity mean of 26 classes with the other 40 classe samples. If we respectively get the difference and the ratio between the inter-class similarity mean and the intra-class similarity mean, then there is figure 4. We can conclude from figure 4 that the difference and the ratio are growing with the decreasing of α . That's to say the shape context at the centroid has a good ability to distinguish homogeneous and heterogeneous shapes. However this is just a distinguishing ability and it cann't guarantee the accuracy of the identification. In order to verify the accuracy of identification, we carried out another experiment. We know that shapes in MEPG-7 database with changes like translation, rotation and scale, which can well verify the accuracy of our similarity measure. 41 class shapes are selected to match the 520 samples of the 26 class shape one by one. The obtained correct matching rate is shown in Table 1 . Obviously, the correct matching rate of our method is higher than that of Reference [2] . In addition, we can conclude from , the recognition rate decline. This is mainly because, with the increasing of the shape context of the centroid, the Hausdorff-shape context that is a expression of a large number of the shape information reduce its contribution to equation (7) . In other words, that would reduce the contribution of the point set and increasing the contribution of the centroid. Obviously, the matching like that is more unreliable. So, comprehensively we choose 0.9 α = as the best similarity parameters in equation (7).
Scene template matching experimental verification
Observing from the Google Maps, we know that airports contain some special shapes with rotation and scale changes.
These shapes can help us test the matching effect of our algorithm in a real-time image. Firstly, we download several typical airport diagrams from Google Maps. Secondly, we extract the template from one of the diagrams and use it to match the other diagrams. In the recognition process, edges of real-time diagram will be extracted with canny operator and the set of connected points will be marked as candidate contours that will be matched with template respectively [7] .
Finally, we get match results as shown below. Although the template from a different real-time image, we have achieved correct match result in a real-time image with translation, scale, rotation changes.
CONCLUSIONS
After analyzing weaknesses of Hausdorff measure and shape context descriptor, we utilize the shape context-based
Hausdorff similarity measure to match shapes, which extracts advantages of both and overcomes shortcomings that traditional Hausdorff measure can not handle the rotation and scale changes and traditional shape context requires the number of points in a shape should be consistent with the shape to be matched. In addition, we add the shape context of the centroid to the decision function and get the best weight parameter by experiments, which effectively improve the matching correct rate. Experiments proved that this method has higher accuracy and robustness in template matching.
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